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The Early Career Researcher (ECR)

Success is 
dependent on 

winning through 
peer review

Are vulnerable –
job precarity and 

PR dictates success 
early on

PR feedback 
provision currently 

one-size-fits all

Hyper-competitive 
academic system
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NEAR 
MISSES



The Derrick hypothesis

Near misses given a ‘signal’ early on that they should persist 
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Calculate
the productivity cost of  

successful versus 
unsuccessful ECR 

applicants and their teams

Calculate
the value-added by 

feedback received from 
their unsuccessful proposal 

on subsequent successes 
and time to success

Estimate
the extent that applicants 

learn (change) from 
previously failed proposals 
and the influence on time 

to success, or failure

Examine
how current peer review 

processes consider notions 
of  excellence and feasibility 

for ECR applicants
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Definition N= (/412)

Super persister Applied more than once after first failure 33

Persister Applied once after first failure 177

Switcher Did not apply again (still in academia) 17

Super switcher Did not reply/bounce back. Left academia? 504
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